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HEIGHT OF EXCEPTIONAL CHARACTER DEGREES1

DAVID A. SIBLEY

Abstract. Suppose a finite group G has an abelian Sylow /»-group P which

is a T.I. set and whose normalizer is a Frobenius group with kernel P. It is

shown that the degree of an exceptional character of G is not divisible by p.

That is, exceptional characters have height 0 in the principal /»-block of G.

We assume

P is a Sylow p-group of the finite group G, P is an Abelian

(*) T.I. set, and N = NG(P) is a Frobenius group with Frobenius

kernel P.

From the Brauer-Suzuki theory of exceptional characters we find the follow-

ing facts relating characters of G and N when G has at least two classes of

/»-elements. Let Xx, . . . , X, be the exceptional characters of N. There are an

integer c and a sign 8 = ± 1 and exceptional characters A,, . . . , A, of G

such that A,(g) = 8\(g) + c for all / = 1, . . . , / and all g E P*. All other

irreducible characters of G are constant on P*. We exploit this last fact to

show

Theorem. Suppose (*) holds and G has at least two classes of p-elements.

Then p)('A¡(\) for any i.

Recently the author showed that c = 0 when G has at least three classes of

/7-elements [1]. Since A,(l) = 8s + c (mod l^l), where s = \N : P\, the

Theorem follows trivially in this case. Thus, the only new part of the Theorem

is the case for which G has exactly two classes of /»-elements.

We now begin the proof. The values of the A, on /»-regular elements of G

are independent of /', so we will drop the subscript i for such elements. For

any x,y, z E G we define class multiplication constants y(x,y, z) in the

usual way. Choose a, b, c E P# and x a /^-regular element of G. The usual

character formula for class multiplication constants yields

y(a, b, x) - y(a, c, x) - -^ _Ifl   £ (A,(a)A,(è) - A,(a)A,(c))

\G\    A(x)

= ]F\   Â(ï) i8*-8«)
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by an easy calculation involving column orthogonality. Here 8gh is defined for

any g, h E P * via

8gh = h iff-*-,
10    otherwise.

Since G has at least two classes of p-elements, we can choose a, b, c E P * so

that (8ab - 8ac) = l.Thus

|G|   A(x)
y(a,b,x)-y(a,c,x) = — —

is an integer.

Now suppose by way of contradiction that/>|A(l). Then a\sop\A(x) for any

/^-regular element x by the above calculation. We now calculate ||A,||2. This

gives

x2

,.N..^+2.^>+,*

where the sum 2' is over a set of class representatives g and R is somep-local

rational number (coming from the contribution of p -regular elements). Multi-

plying this by | P | we get

A(l)2

(1) 1^1=777—+ 2'A,.(g)A,.(g) +p2\P\R.
\G:p\

Now, for t = (\P\- l)/s,

2 ' A,<g) A,(g) = 2 ' (S\(g) + c)(oA,(g) + c)

& -2' (M*)Ml) +c8(Xi(g) + Xjg)) + c2)

= \P\-s - 2c8 + c2t.

Since \G : P\ = s (mod |P|), A(l) = 8s + c (mod |P|) andp|A(l),

A(l)2       (8s + c)2 s2 + 2Ssc + c2
——— =- (modo \P\) =-

(3) |G : P\ s        v       i- i   i; s

= s + 28c + — .
s

Combining (1), (2) and (3) we find

0 = c2(l + st) = c2\P\ (modp \P\).

This forcesp\c. Since/?|A(1) we also have p\(8s + c), whencep\s, a contradic-

tion. This proves the Theorem.

Finally, we remark that the Theorem is probably true more generally. For

instance, the situation where P E Syl^G) and CG(x) — CG(P) for all x E

P # could be tried. A proof similar to the above might work with the addition
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of some block calculations, as in [1, Part II].
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